Introduction
Most research on regional linguistic variation in American English has been based on the subjective analysis of linguistic survey data (e.g. Kurath, 1949; Carver, 1987; Labov et al, 2006) . The traditional and standard approach to data analysis in American dialectology involves manually analyzing maps that plot the values of numerous linguistic variables across a region to identify individual and common patterns of regional variation. Usually isoglosses are drawn to divide each map into the regions where the different values of the linguistic variable predominate. Common patterns of regional linguistic variation are then identified by searching for linguistic variables with isoglosses that follow similar paths. Finally, dialect regions are identified based on how these bundles of isoglosses divide the region.
Although the traditional approach to the analysis of regional linguistic variation follows a logical series of steps, each stage of the analysis ultimately relies on the judgment of the dialectologist. Descriptive statistics and replicable procedures are sometimes used to help guide the analysis, but key decisions such as the selection of the linguistic variables that define a particular region (e.g. Carver, 1987) or the design of the algorithm that generates isoglosses (e.g. Labov et al, 2006) are still based on the judgment of the dialectologist, making it difficult to replicate analyses and to choose between competing theories of dialect regions. A statistical approach to the analysis of regional linguistic variation can help to resolve issues such as these. Despite the advantages of such an approach, statistical analysis is uncommon in American dialectology, perhaps because the statistical methods commonly used to analyze language variation and change do not allow for regional variation to be analyzed following the same series of steps as the traditional approach. An analysis of vowel formants in American English such as longitude and latitude because these spatial relationships are often non-linear. Linear patterns such as a change from the northeast to southwest can be identified using standard variationist methods, but other types of patterns, such as a single central cluster, cannot.
While variationist methods are of limited use in regional dialectology, a quantitative approach to the analysis of regional linguistic variation known as dialectometry is common in Europe (see Séguy 1971 Séguy , 1973 Goebl, 1982 Goebl, , 2006 Heeringa, 2004; Nerbonne, 2006) . In dialectometry, patterns of aggregated regional linguistic variation are identified using replicable and statistically justified methods; however, because dialectometry does not follow the same steps as a traditional analysis, it does not allow for regional patterns to be identified in a way that is satisfactory to many dialectologists. In particular, dialectometry studies do not generally analyze individual linguistic variables or identify subsets of linguistic variables that exhibit similar patterns of regional variation.
Although the standard statistical methods used in variationist sociolinguistics and dialectometry cannot replace the traditional approach to the analysis of regional linguistic variation, a statistical approach known as a multivariate spatial analysis has recently been introduced that follows the same series of steps as a traditional analysis (Grieve, 2009 (Grieve, , 2013a Grieve et al, 2011) . This new approach to the analysis of regional linguistic variation is based on spatial autocorrelation statistics (Grieve 2009 (Grieve , 2011 (Grieve , 2012 , which allow for significant patterns of spatial clustering to be identified in the values of individual linguistic variables in a manner that is similar to plotting isoglosses. The results of the spatial autocorrelation analysis are then subjected to a factor analysis to identify common patterns of regional variation in a manner that is similar to identifying bundles of isoglosses. A multivariate spatial analysis therefore identifies both individual and common patterns of regional linguistic variation in a way that is similar to the traditional approach to the analysis of regional linguistic variation.
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An analysis of vowel formants in American English
This paper describes a multivariate spatial analysis of the acoustic vowel formant data from the Atlas of North American English (Labov et al, 2006) . As one would expect, given the results of the Atlas, this analysis finds that most vowel formant variables are regionally patterned in American English. However, although the analysis identifies similar regional patterns as those presented in the Atlas, the method also identifies additional patterns that had previously gone unnoticed, which in some cases challenge traditional taxonomies and theories of American dialect regions.
Data
The multivariate spatial analysis reported in this paper was based on the acoustic vowel data gathered for the Atlas of North American English (Labov et al, 2006 Ten vowel formant variables (formant 1 and formant 2 for /oy/, /aeh/, /eyr/, /uwr/, /ah/) were excluded from this analysis because they were missing data for over 10% of the locations in the dataset. Twelve of the remaining vowel formant variables (formant 1 and formant 2 for /uh/, /u/, /ay0/, /iw/, /uwc/, /ohr/) were also missing data, but because this missing data
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An analysis of vowel formants in American English accounted for less than 5% of the locations in the dataset, these variables were retained and the missing data were replaced by the mean value for that variable across all locations.
1
The 19 vowel measures analyzed in this study are listed in Table 1 , including the phonetic symbol from the Atlas, the IPA equivalent, and an example of the vowel in context. In addition, Table   1 is organized based on the system of vowel categorization used in the Atlas. This system distinguishes between three levels of height and between front and back and round and unrounded vowels, as well as between short and long vowels, with the long vowels being further divided into ingliding vowels and both front and back upgliding vowels. In addition, the 19 vowel measures are plotted in Figure 1 based on their average formant 1 and formant 2 values across the entire dataset.
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An analysis of vowel formants in American English Figure 2 shows that /eyc/ tends to be raised in the North and lowered in the South and the West. Figure 3 shows that /ae/ tends to be raised in the Midwest and lowered in the Northeast and the West. Figure 4 shows that /oh/ tends to be backed on the East Coast and fronted in the West. Finally, Figure 5 shows that /ayv/ tends to be backed in the Midland and fronted across most of the rest of the United
States. In each of these cases a regional pattern is discernible in the raw maps; however, because these patterns are not absolute, their significance is unclear.
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Spatial Autocorrelation Analysis
In order to identify statistically significant patterns of regional variation in the values of the 38 individual vowel formant variables, each variable was subjected to a spatial autocorrelation analysis (Grieve, 2011 (Grieve, , 2012 Grieve et al, 2011) .
2 First, each variable was subjected to an analysis of global spatial autocorrelation using global Moran's I (Moran, 1948; Odland, 1988) to identify variables exhibiting significant levels of spatial clustering.
Second, each variable was subjected to an analysis of local spatial autocorrelation using local Getis-Ord Gi (Ord and Getis, 1995) to identify the locations of any high-and low-value clusters.
To calculate both spatial autocorrelation measures, it is necessary to define a spatial weighting function, which is a set of rules that assigns a weight to the comparison of every pair of locations so that comparisons between locations that are close together are given greater weight than comparisons between locations that are far apart (Odland, 1988; Grieve, 2011 Grieve, , 2012 Grieve et al, 2011) . In this study, a reciprocal spatial weighting function was used, which assigns a weight to each pair of locations based on the reciprocal of the distance between the locations so that the weight decreases with distance. A reciprocal weighting function was selected because it allows for the measures of spatial autocorrelation to be based primarily on the closest locations. This is important because some of the dialect regions identified by the Atlas are relatively narrow, such as the Midland dialect region or the extension of the Northern Cities region around the Great Lakes. A weighting function that focuses primarily on nearby locations is most suitable for replicating these types of results.
In order to interpret the significance of Moran's I, a standardized z-score was obtained under the assumption of randomization (Odland, 1988) . This z-score was then interpreted based on a one-tailed test of significance, because the goal of the analysis was to identify positive spatial autocorrelation. A variable was deemed to exhibit significant global In addition to conducting a global spatial autocorrelation analysis, a local spatial autocorrelation analysis was conducted using local Getis-Ord Gi to identify the locations of spatial clusters in the values of each vowel formant variable. For each location, Getis-Ord Gi returns a z-score indicating the degree to which that location is surrounded by locations with similar values. A significant negative Getis-Ord Gi z-score indicates that the location is part of a low-value cluster, whereas a significant positive Getis-Ord Gi z-score indicates that the location is part of a high-value cluster. A Getis-Ord Gi z-score was interpreted as significant if it was larger than or equal to ±3.21, which corresponds to a two-tailed 0.0013 alpha level, based on the Bonferroni correction described above, although in this case a two-tailed test of significance was used instead of a one-tailed test of significance because the goal of the analysis was to identify both high-and low-value clusters.
In order to visualize the patterns of spatial clustering identified by the local spatial autocorrelation analysis, the Getis-Ord Gi z-scores for each variable were plotted over the cities in the dataset. This is essentially a statistical method for plotting isoglosses.These local Finally, it is important to emphasize that conducting a local spatial autocorrelation analysis results in the loss of fine details present in the raw maps. For example, the value of a location that differs from the values of surrounding locations will be smoothed over by the local spatial autocorrelation analysis. That outlier location could be noise introduced through data collection or it could represent a true regional pattern, but in either case this variation will be lost. This is not a flaw in the local spatial autocorrelation analysis. The goal of the local autocorrelation analysis is to identify patterns of spatial clustering based on the regional linguistic dataset. The local spatial autocorrelation cannot identify a particular regional pattern if the dataset does not include a sufficient number of locations in that region to allow for that pattern to be identified. A regional linguistic dataset has a certain level of resolution and the local spatial autocorrelation maps must be interpreted accordingly. In order to identify common patterns of regional variation in the values of the 38 vowel formant variables, the Getis-Ord Gi z-scores for the complete set of vowel formant variables were subjected to a factor analysis . Given a set of variables measured over a set of cases, a factor analysis extracts a series of factors that each represents a common pattern of variation in that dataset, as well as the variables associated with each of these patterns (Hair et al, 2006) . Because the local Getis-Ord Gi z-scores represent the location of spatial clusters in the values of the vowel formant variables, subjecting this dataset to a factor analysis identifies common patterns of spatial clustering, as well as the specific vowel formant variables that are associated with each of these patterns.
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Subjecting the results of the local spatial autocorrelation analysis to a factor analysis is therefore essentially a statistical method for identifying bundles of isoglosses.
Before conducting a factor analysis, it is necessary to select the number of factors to be extracted, which can be determined by identifying the point where retaining further factors would explain relatively little additional variance. In this case 4 factors were selected because together these factors accounted for 86% of the variance in the values of the 38 vowel formant variables, with additional factors explaining relatively little additional variance, indicating that the regional patterns exhibited by the 38 vowel formant variables can largely be accounted for by these 4 basic patterns. The final factor analysis was thus run to extract 4
factors. In addition, the 4 factors were rotated using varimax rotation to limit the number of factors onto which each of the variables load, causing the factors to more clearly reflect the spatial patterns visible in the local autocorrelation maps for the individual linguistic variables.
Each factor was analyzed in three ways. First, the factor scores for each factor were mapped across the 236 cities in the dataset in order to visualize the common patterns of spatial clustering represented by each factor. These factor maps, which are presented in
Figures 10-13, contrast regions with positive factor scores (in magenta) to regions with negative factor scores (in green). Second, the factor loadings, which are presented in Table 3, were inspected. A high positive or negative factor loading indicates that the vowel formant variable exhibits the basic pattern of spatial clustering represented by that factor. In addition, for a formant 1 variable, a positive factor loading indicates that the vowel measure is lowered in regions with positive factor scores and raised in regions with negative factor scores, whereas a negative factor loading indicates that the vowel measure is raised in regions with positive factor scores and lowered in regions with negative factor scores. Similarly, for a formant 2 variable, a positive factor loading indicates that the vowel measure is fronted in regions with positive factor scores and backed in regions with negative factor scores, whereas a negative factor loading indicates that the vowel measure is backed in regions with positive factor scores and fronted in regions with negative factor scores. Table 3 the highest (larger than 1.00) and lowest (smaller than -1.00) factor scores for each factor. In essence, these plots, which are presented in Figure 14 , show the vowel spaces for the average informants in each of the opposing regions identified by the 4 factors.
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Factor 1 accounts for 39.0% of the variance in the dataset and contrasts the Southeast with the North and the West, with the approximate area of transition between these two regions running along the northern borders of the Virginias, through northern Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, and central Iowa (Figure 10 ). Numerous vowel formant variables distinguish between these two regions, as indicated by the large number of variables that load strongly on Factor 1. Most notably, nine long vowels load strongly on Factor 1 for both formant 1 and formant 2, with /eyc/, /iyc/ and /ay0/ tending to be lowered and backed in the Southeast, /ahr/, /owr/ and /ohr/ tending to be raised and backed in the Southeast, /uwc/ and /owc/ tending to be lowered and fronted in the Southeast, and /aw/ tending to be raised and fronted in the Southeast. Formant 2 values for two additional long vowels also load strongly on Factor 1, with /iw/ and /uwf/ tending to be fronted in the Southeast. Finally, format 1 values for four short vowels also load strongly on Factor 1, with /i/, /e/, /uh/ and /u/ all tending to be raised in the Southeast. In addition, other variables also load weakly on Factor 1 and shift slightly in the opposing vowel spaces for this factor, but these variables all load and shift to greater degrees on other factors. short vowels load on Factor 2. In particular, two short vowels load strongly on Factor 2 for both formant 1 and formant 2, with /ae/ tending to be raised and fronted in the Midwest and with /o/ tending to be lowered and fronted in the Midwest. Four additional short vowels also load strongly for formant 2, with /i/, /e/, /uh/ and /u/ all tending to be backed in the Midwest.
Seven long vowel formant variables also load strongly on Factor 2, with /iw/, /owc/ and /aw/ tending to be backed in the Midwest, /uwc/ and /uwf/ tending to be raised and backed in the Midwest, /ahr/ tending to be fronted in the Midwest, and /ay0/ tending to be raised in the Midwest. In addition, other variables also load weakly on Factor 2 and shift slightly in the opposing vowel spaces for this factor, but these variables all load and shift to greater degrees on other factors.
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Factor 3 accounts for 17.8% of the variance in the dataset and contrasts the Northeast, which extends into eastern Ohio and Michigan as well as the Virginias and the Carolinas, with the West, especially the Great Plains and the Mountain States (Figure 12 ). Ten long vowel measures load strongly on Factor 3. Most notably, /oh/ for both formant 1 and formant 2 loads strongly on Factor 3, with /oh/ tending to be lowered and fronted in the West.
Similarly, /ohr/, /owr/ and /ay0/ also load strongly on Factor 3, with /ohr/ tending to be lowered and fronted in the West, and with /owr/ and /ay0/ tending to be lowered in the West.
In addition, /iw/, /uwf/, /uwc/ and /iyc/ load strongly on Factor 3, with /iw/ and /uwf/ tending to be fronted and raised slightly in the West, with /uwc/ tending to be fronted in the West, and with /iyc/ tending to be very slightly raised in the West. Finally, three short vowels also load strongly on Factor 3, with both /u/ and /uh/ tending to be fronted in the West, and with /e/ tending to be raised in the West. In addition, other variables also load weakly on Factor 3 and shift slightly in the opposing vowel spaces for this factor, but these variables all load and shift to greater degrees on other factors. 
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An analysis of vowel formants in American English than in the other opposing vowel spaces identified by the factor analysis. This is not surprising given the relatively small amount of variance explained by this factor.
In addition to the individual factor maps, the four sets of factor scores were mapped simultaneously using CMYK mapping, which is presented in Figure 15 . In particular, a hue was defined for each location representing the scores of all four factors at that location by associating each factor with one of the four CMYK color parameters (cyan, magenta, yellow, black) (see Grieve, 2013a) . These hues were then mapped across the 236 cities to produce a single overall picture of continuous regional linguistic variation in the dataset. Figure 15 shows a clear regional pattern, plainly derived from the four factor maps reproduced in 
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Cluster Analysis
In addition to aggregating the four sets of factor scores using CMYK mapping to produce an overall map of continuous regional linguistic variation, it is also possible to identify dialect regions by clustering the locations based on their factor scores using an agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis (Hair et al, 2006) , as is common in dialectometry (e.g. see Goebl, 2007; Nerbonne and Heeringa, 2009; Prokic and Nerbonne, 2008; Wieling and Nerbonne, 2010; Grieve et al, 2011) . In particular, Ward's method for hierarchical clustering (Ward, 1963 ) was used because it tends to identify the clearest dialect regions and because it is one of the most common methods for hierarchical clustering in dialectometry.
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The results of the cluster analysis are represented by a tree diagram called a dendrogram, which shows the order in which the clusters were formed, and which can be used to identify clusters and subclusters of observations in the dataset. These clusters can then be mapped as dialect regions.
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Subjecting the results of the factor analysis to a cluster analysis is therefore essentially a statistical method for identifying dialect regions based on how bundles of isoglosses divide a region.
Based on the dendrogram reproduced in Figure 16 , the hierarchical cluster analysis identified 5 clear dialect regions: the Northeast, the Southeast, the West, the Lower Midwest, and the Upper Midwest, with the Upper and Lower Midwest further combining to form a Midwestern super-region. These 5 dialect regions are mapped in Figure 17 and the average vowel spaces for these five dialect regions are plotted in Figure 18 . Although the cluster analysis also groups the Northeast with the Southeast, and the Midwest with the West, because these two super-regions are formed so late in the cluster analysis they are not particularly meaningful. On the other hand, the most distinct internal clusters within the Finally, Factor 4 contrasts the Midland with the rest of the United States (see Figure 13 ). The
Midland region is similar to the Midland region identified in Atlas, although the region identified here is somewhat larger.
Based on these four common patterns of spatial clustering, two maps of American dialect regions were generated. First, a continuous picture of American dialect regions was generated through a CMYK mapping of the four sets of factor scores ( Figure 15 ). Second, a categorical picture of American dialect regions was generated through a cluster analysis based on the four sets of factor scores ( Figure 17 ), which is easier to interpret and is especially useful for comparing the results of this analysis to the dialect regions identified in the Atlas (see Figure 19) . Overall, there are numerous similarities between these maps. Most The analysis presented here does not identify the Midland as a strong dialect region because three of the four factors, which together account for 80% of the regional variance in the dataset, separate the Mid-Atlantic from the Lower Midwest. Only Factor 4, which accounts for 6% of the regional variance in the dataset, combines the Mid-Atlantic with the Lower Midwest, which is the defining characteristic of the traditional Midland dialect region (e.g. see Kurath, 1949) . Because this analysis is not based on the complete dataset analyzed in the Atlas
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, the strength of the Midland may be underestimated here; however, most English vowels have been included in this analysis and it therefore appears that the distinction While the patterns of regional linguistic variation identified by the multivariate spatial analysis differ in some ways from the patterns identified in the Atlas, it appears that these results can largely be explained by chain shifts (Gordon, 2002) as proposed in the Atlas (Labov, 2004; Labov et al, 2006) . In particular, the first two common patterns of regional variation identified by the factor analysis, which account for a majority of the regional variance in the dataset, identify both the regions and the vowel formant variables associated with the Southern Shift and the Northern Cities Shift respectively.
The Southern Shift explains the majority of vowel formant variables that load on Factor 1 (see Table 3 ). As described in the Atlas, the Southern Shift begins with the fronting of /ay/, followed by the lowering and backing of /ey/ and /iy/, the raising and fronting of /i/, /e/ and /ae/, and the raising of /ahr/. In addition, the fronting of /uw/ and /ow/ and the raising of /ohr/ are sometimes associated with this shift. Aside from /ae/, all of these vowel formant measures load on Factor 1, although sometimes only on one of the predicted formants. The Southeastern region identified by Factor 1 is also characterized by a vowel space where all of these vowels have shifted as predicted by the Southern Shift, with the exception of /ay/ (see Figure 14) . While three of the four /ay/ vowel formant variables do load on Factor 1, /ay/ is not fronted in the Southeastern vowel space as predicted by the Southern Shift, but rather it is lowered and backed. This is particularly surprising given that /ay/ fronting is the first step of the Southern Shift. In addition to these predicted vowel measures, /aw/ also loads on Factor 1 and is fronted in the Southeast. Although this vowel is not associated with the Southern Shift, its movement appears to be in line with the shift nonetheless. In addition, /u/ and /uh/ both load on Factor 1, with both vowels being higher in the Southeast, perhaps filling the space left behind by the fronting of /uw/.
Similarly, the Northern Cities Shift explains the majority of the vowel formant variables that load on Factor 2 (see Table 3 ). As described in the Atlas, the Northern Cities Shift begins with the fronting and raising of /ae/, followed by the fronting of /o/ and the lowering of /oh/, and the backing of /e/, /uh/ and /i/. Aside from /oh/, all of the vowel formant variables involved in the Northern Cities Shift load on Factor 2, although sometimes only on one of the predicted formants. The Midwestern region identified by Factor 2, which is centered around the Northern Cities, is also characterized by a vowel space where all of these vowels have shifted as predicted by the Northern Cities Shift, with the exception of /oh/, which is slightly higher in the Midwest (see Figure 14) . Several additional vowel measures also load on Factor 2. In particular, /uwc/, /uwf/, /iw/, /u/, and /owc/ are all backed in the Midwestern vowel system. Although none of these variables are associated with the Northern Cities Shift, these movements appear to be related to the backing of /e/, /uh/, and /i/. In addition, /aw/ is backed, /ay0/ is raised, and /ahr/ is fronted in the Midwestern vowel system; however, the relationship, if any, between these changes and Northern Cities Shift is unclear.
While the Southern and Northern Cities Shifts described in the Atlas explain the majority of vowel formant variables that load on the first two factors, no chain shift discussed in the Atlas can explain the variables that load on Factor 3 (see Table 3 ), which contrasts the West, especially the Great Plains and the Mountain States, with the Northeast. Most notably, the West is associated primarily with the lowering and fronting of /oh/ (resulting in the lowback merger with /o/) as well as the lowering and fronting of /ohr/, the fronting and slight raising of /iw/ and /uwf/, the lowering of /ay0/, the raising of /e/, and the fronting of /uh/, /u/ and /uwc/. All of these movements can be seen by comparing the average vowel space for the Finally, while chain shifts provide an internal explanation for the patterns identified by this analysis, the standard theory that American dialect regions correspond to historical settlement patterns does provide a satisfactory internal explanation for these results. 
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End Notes 1 The imputation of missing data has very little effect on the results of the analysis because the missing data is minimal (0.02% of the total data) and because the variables with missing data follow the same basic patterns as the other vowel formant variables.
2 Each formant for a vowel is analyzed individually because vowels can pattern differently on the two formants.
3 It is notable that formant 2 variables tend to exhibit higher levels of global spatial autocorrelation than formant 1 variables.
4 A similar technique, known as a principal component analysis, was used in the Atlas to cluster informants; however, the analysis was based on the raw variables, the component loadings were not reported, and the component scores were not mapped. A factor analysis was used instead of principal component analysis in this study to focus on the identification of common patterns of regional variation (see Nerbonne, 2006; Grieve et al, 2011) . However, a principal component analysis of this dataset would have produced similar results.
5 In all cases vowel measures that load strongly on a particular factor change position in the pair of opposing vowel spaces identified by that factor (see Figure 14) . Nevertheless, vowel measures can also change position in the opposing vowel spaces identified by factors upon which they do not load if that change is smaller than the change in the opposing vowel spaces identified by factors upon which they do load.
6 There are several other possible hierarchical clustering algorithms that could have been applied (e.g. see Heeringa, 2004) . The main reason why Ward's method is used here (and in many dialectometry studies) is because it tends to identify contiguous dialect regions, which is the goal of the cluster analysis, whereas most other clustering algorithms tend to identify clusters that include a relatively large numbers of geographic outlier locations. In this case, it is completely acceptable to select the clustering algorithm that gives the best results. This is
